Abstract. Impact of transfer of legal claim on the destiny of rights security and connected claims may differ. The aim of the article is to analyze the transfer of rights connected with transferred legal claims, to survey the problematic issues and to suggest methods of their solution. The author analyzes legal norms, judicial practice of Germany, Switzerland, Russia and Latvia, as well as opinions of law scientists about transfer of guarantee, lien, penalty, interest, losses compensation and agreement of court of arbitration in connection with assigned legal claims. The author offers her own point of view regarding the issue and suggestions on amendments in the legal acts.
Introduction
Consequences of cession (assignment) are always limited with lapse of right to legal claims.
The scope of rights under transfer according to the Civil Law of Latvia is defined in Article 1806:
"The Assignee does not acquire more or bigger rights with cession than the assignor used to have before, but the claim itself goes to him with all rights belonging to it and existing at the moment of cession, even if they are justified basing on the personal benevolence towards the assignor, so far as they have no directly defined exception from this condition.
Unpaid claim interest if it is not directly contracted also goes to the assignee. The assignor shall transfer to the assignee everything that suits as claim evidence or that may facilitate its collection, as well as everything that he has received from the debtor already after cession."
A. Tuhrs [1] states that transfer of rights connected with legal claims to the assignee is the cession agreement's legal concomitant consequences, which commence also in case when the agreement has nothing mentioned about it. True, their commencement may be excluded by agreement between the assignor and the assignee or agreement between the creditor and the person providing security (for instance, creditor and guarantor agree that the claim against the guarantor will not be transferred to other person transferring the main legal claims).
The impact of transfer of legal claims on the destiny of rights security may be different.
Discussion and results
Ensuring the claim under transfer with security, the new creditor receives both the conditioned and the actual claim towards the guarantor. Many authors [2] [3] [4] [5] believe that in case when the cession to the guarantor is excluded, it is terminated. However, the issue on the destiny of claim towards the guarantor in case of its exclusion from the secured rights is closely connected with the issue on the possibility of isolated transfer of this claim. Legal scholars of Germany and Switzerland [1, 6, 7] believe that this issue shall be resolved affirmatively, therefore it is necessary to allow it as possible for an assignor to keep the claim against the guarantor in case of isolated transfer of the main claim. Guarantee is the duty undertaken by the agreement to bear responsibility towards the creditor for the debt of the third person, however, without releasing the latter from his debt [8] . The guarantee, like the mortgage rights, is the type of rights reinforcement. Still, unlike the mortgage agreement, in case of guarantee a separate agreement with the third person on claim security is concluded.
Direct participants of guarantee establishment are warrantor and creditor. The main debtor stays aside. It arises from here that the main debtor has not only no necessity to participate in guarantee establishment, but also to know about it at all [9] .
Although the guarantee is closely connected with the debt liability, its establishment, scope and termination, it is a separate contractual liability, which in individual cases may exist without the basic debt [8] , as well as the guarantee claim term and fulfillment may not coincide with the term of execution of debt defined in the agreement. Herewith the issue is disputable regarding the guarantee transfer in case of cession, as with cession only the claim is transferred against the debtor, and not the whole contractual relation and agreements, which have been concluded with the third persons. Likewise problematic issue may be noticed in implementation of cession execution, as, for example, the assignor must duly inform the debtor about the cession [8] ; in this case the guarantor may fulfill the liability for the assignor, without knowing about the claim transfer and independently from the debtor.
A. Grūtups states in the comments of the Civil Law that there is no law, which would require that the guarantee must be in force only against strictly defined creditor. As the guarantee is an accompanying liability, which (usually) does not exist permanently, but accompanies the (main) debt liability, but the latter may be transferred to other person, then there is no grounds to think that in this case the guarantee would be discharged, even more because usually the guarantor sees no difference about any specific creditor he bears responsibility as a guarantor [10] . The author believes that one shall agree with the given comment, as when the guarantee does not go with debt claim in case of cession, the scope and security of the claim subject would be considerably changed.
The guarantor's rights arising from the guarantee contract may be the legal claim transfer according to the Article 1793 of the Civil Law, because according to the Article 1704 of the Civil Law, in what amount the guarantor satisfies the creditor, in that amount he receives claims of the latter towards the main debtor. In this case automatic transfer of legal claims is fulfilled from the creditor to the guarantor, without will expression of the creditor, and the guarantor owns regress rights towards the debtor.
Alongside with other secured rights, also the lien goes to the assignee. One more accompanying related right, which goes to the assignor, is legal transfer of lien in case of claim cession basing on the Article 1278 of the Civil Law, which defines that the lien is such a right to foreign object, on the grounds of which this object ensures to the creditor his claim in such order, that he may get from it payment of this claim.
The lien being the real right allows the pledge using the pledged property as the debt liability security because he may receive debt payment from the pledged thing itself or money received for its sale [11] . The lien shall be recognized as related right; and as such in case of cession follows the main claim. As the mortgage being the lien is entered into the Land Book, then, unlike other cases, for example, in case of renewal, to enter cession into the Land Book, no consent of mortgager is needed. The assignee may request, depending on the conditions of pledge agreement, incontestable compulsory execution or real estate sale at free auction through court." [11] The Commercial Pledge Law [12] regulates rules on transfer of commercial pledge in case of secured claim cession. First part of Article 35 of the Commercial Pledge Law defines that assigning the secured claim, the assignee receives also all rights of the person taking commercial pledge, unless the assignor and the assignee have not agreed otherwise, and the second part of the article of the mentioned law defines that regarding conclusion of cession agreement the person holding commercial pledge register makes a note on the grounds of a written notification of the person taking commercial pledge.
Penalty is one of the most often used types of reinforcement of law of obligation for related guarantee, pledge (mortgage) and earnest money. Penalty regulation in the Article 716-1724.
1 of the Civil Law gives wide opportunities to define it in different ways and volumes, and exactly the penalty scope issues become the basic dispute subject of many cases under consideration at the court. There should be a large number of cases of The lawmaker has registered the rights of the court to decrease the penalty up to reasonable amount, if it is excessive, also in the Article 1724.
1 of the Civil Law, as amended on June 4, 2009, which have come into effect on July 1, 2009.
By amendments from June 20, 2013, which came into effect on January 1, 2014, the Article 1716 of the Civil Law defines that the penalty for failure to timely (within the term) fulfill liabilities, may be increasing, however, without exceeding 10 percent of the property value of failure to fulfill the delayed liabilities.
The most important thing is that the penalty institute must correspond to the civil law task and the idea of justice, like the European Union's policy and attitude towards the penalty sanctions in private law. While developing the amendments, the lawmaker pointed that the current legal regulation facilitates the social stratification tendencies, which leads to a part of society finding itself under yoke of debts when riches of other people multiply.
Civil Law amendments, which have been made by the law of Saeima from June 20, 2013 and have come into effect on January 1, 2014, shall be considered one of the most considerable amendments in the part of Law of Obligation since renewal of the Civil Law performance. They will sharply change the meaning of penalty in civil circulation and shall be considered a step of lawmaker in civil law modernization and even getting closer to the system of Anglo-Saxon law [14] .
In Great Britain and other Anglo-Saxon law system countries, like Ireland, the USA, Australia and Canada, there are mutually equal rules in relation to the penalty, namely, the penalty, which actually performs the function of penalty fee (penalty), is forbidden. Only penalty is allowed, which performs the function of loss compensation. Currently, in the American law, two criteria are formulated, which shall come true for the penalty to not be admitted the penalty fee (penalty), namely, first of all, it cannot be disproportionate in relation to potential or actual losses, which have arisen due to failure to fulfill liabilities. Second-of-all, potential or actual losses must be clearly provable [15] . Similar approach was used in the case Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co Ltd v New Garage and Motor Co Ltd. [16] , 1 which is one of the significant court judgments in cases on penalties in Great Britain. In the mentioned case, the House of Lords defined the principles how to define, whether the penalty's clause is actually a punishment and thus it shall be acknowledged inapplicable. Payment of penalty correlates with creditor's losses. The penalty is the purest self-enrichment at the expense of the debtor, if it is defined in the amount, which considerably exceeds the loss of profit caused by non-fulfillment [21] .
Civil Case Department of the Supreme Court's Senate of the Republic of Latvia has stated [22] that the penalty has the function of punishment and loss compensation. In cases when it is concluded from the case that the penalty by its amount, in comparison to the possible losses caused by violation, perform mostly the function of punishment, its application shall be evaluated according to the general principles of application of legal means with nature of punishment, including principles of punishment proportionality and justice. The general law principles are generally accepted guidelines arising from the legal state principle, main regulations, which the respective law system or sector bases on. The general law principles are unwritten primary rights of the European Union. By cancellation of agreement, the grounds for further application of penalty provided in it is lost, still, it does not exclude the rights to demand already accumulated penalty.
The performance provided by penalty is encouragement of the debtor to fulfill liabilities, threatening to impose additional duties on him. That is why the security function is performed by it only until commencement of condicio juris. As the rights, which ensure liability fulfillment and which go to the assignee in case of main claim transfer, only the conditioned claim for penalty payment is put forward. Already existing claim on penalty payment in case of transfer of main legal claims does not go to the assignee ipso jure, like some civil law scientists believe [6, 7] , but it is kept by the assignor [1, [23] [24] [25] [26] .
The Civil Case Department of the Senate of Superior Court of the Republic of Latvia has stated [27] that if the contracted rights of contract termination before term are used, when the contract is terminated before term, the legal grounds disappears also regarding calculation and collection of contracted interest and penalty according to the contract provisions, because there is no legal grounds for their application after contract termination. The contracted interest and penalty in cases, when the party legally withdraws from the contract, shall be compensated till the moment, when the contract ceases to exist.
The claim on losses compensation has permanent nature in relation to the rights, from the violation of which it has arisen. This claim continues to exist even if the violated rights have been terminated, and in case of their alienation is not transferred ipso jure to the new rights owner, but is alienated with a separate cession agreement [28] . The German legal scholars [5, 29, 30] state that the claim for losses compensation, which have arisen before cession debtor term delay, in case of transfer of the delayed legal claims is not transferred to the assignee as the rights related to it, but is kept by the assignor.
Analogous approach shall be used defining the destiny of claims arising at the moment of assignment regarding payment of penalty and interest for use of foreign money, which refers to the claim on loss compensation, like the claim on compensation payment.
It is necessary to pay special attention to the instruction given in Part 2 of Article 1806 of the Civil Law, that the unpaid claim interest, even if it is not directly contracted, is also transferred to the assignee.
Such a definition causes many questions. First of all, it is not explained, what interest we speak about -interest on late payments or interest that must be paid for use of money, which is granted according to the loan agreement, credit agreement, as commercial credit etc. Such differentiation in relation to Part 2 of Article 1806 of the Civil Law should be performed, because it is necessary to define the destiny of claim on unpaid interest like it is done regarding the claims on caused losses, when the debtor does not follow the payment term, as well as for payable penalty -if there is no separate agreement, they all are kept by the assignor. Second of all, hardly any connection between the right to unpaid interest and the transferred legal claims can be seen, which would request their joint transfer to the assignee. If BGB in this issue has no special instructions, the German civil law scientists [5, 24] usually state that the interest are due to the previous creditor with the commenced term.
In relation to the issue on mutual interconnection of interest and losses -the professor K. Torgāns states that the answer shall be sought in Article 1788 of the Civil Law, in which it is clearly stated that the interest by its economical nature is the compensation for uncollected profit, i.e., a component of losses. It is represented also in the Regulation 2000/35/EEK (submission 17), which states that the steps to be taken shall be implemented, without affecting the regulations of countries, according to which the state judge may grant to the creditor additional remuneration for losses caused by late payments of the debtor, taking into account that these costs may already be compensated with interest of late payments. Especially one should mark out that the interest serves for compensation of costs, i.e., losses. It means that the interest payments serve for compensation of losses, and thus false interpretation of Article 1722 of the Civil Law must be stopped, which sometimes appears in the statements of claim and other legal documents [20] .
The perspectives of claim circulation largely depend on the assignee's real possibilities to implement his rights in relation to the acquired claim, including also by force. In this case, it is required to separately examine the transfer of jurisdiction agreement rights to the assignee. In law literature, different points of view regarding this issue may be found. So, V.A. Belovs, analyzing the legal acts of the Russian Federation, assumes that the proviso made by the court of appeals (court of arbitration) is not either condition of transferred rights or condition of their implementation. It forms the condition of protection of violated rights that is why it is not affected by the Article 384 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, which refers only to rights in their normal status. As the assignor bears no responsibility for excessive acts during rights implementation, it is unjust to impose to the assignee a burden to observe the protection conditions, which the assignor has agreed on. That is why the rights according to the arbitrage proviso go to the assignee only in case if it is directly provided for by the assignment agreement [31] .
Opposite opinion in this issue belongs to L.A. Novoselova, who believes that the forced defense possibility is an integral element of subjective rights. That is why, acquiring the rights to demand, the assignee hereby, according to general conditions, undertakes a duty to follow the condition of forced implementation of rights [32] . R.S. Bevzenko also assumes that: "Consequent application of the opinion to the right of filing a claim as to subjective material civil law element must inevitably lead to a conclusion that in case of rights transfer proviso performance remains regarding disputes' contractual jurisdiction connected with execution of transferable claim" [33] .
Many Russian law scientists see this position as a more consequent, as discussing the issue on the destiny of arbitrage proviso, in the first place it is necessary to consider the consequences of one or other decision from the point of view of the debtor's status constancy provision in case of transfer. From these positions, exclusion of the assignee from the field of activity of the arbitrage proviso considerably affects the debtor's status, who has agreed with the defined conditions regarding claim set forth to him. And vice versa -the assignee, concluding an assignment agreement, can look through the agreement's conditions, from which the transferable claim has arisen. If he acquires these rights for his possession, it means that he considers the rules of its implementation and protection acceptable that is why he does not need any protection in this situation.
It is necessary to note that in the Russian Federation this position on following of arbitrage disclaimer the rights under transfer (claim) in practical aspect is not disputed by anyone.
A more different approach, which is connected with the arbitrage court clause in case of cession, is used in the judicial practice in Latvia.
In Latvia's practice, courts of arbitration often satisfied the claims of collection of assignees' debts, where the assignee has not been a member of agreement of court of arbitration, and later it was asked to the district court to issue a writ of execution for forced execution of the decision, which quite often was satisfied. The main argument of the Senate, cancelling the district court's judgments on issue of writs of execution for forced execution of resolutions made by courts of arbitration, is the Article 1800 of the Civil Law, basing it by the fact that transition of the regulation of court of arbitration (clause of court of arbitration) is impossible, because the assignee is not the party of the agreement (from which the liability has arisen), as well as he is not the members of agreement of court of arbitration.
AT Civil Cases Senate's opinion has gained support in law doctrine. Senate's opinion has been supported by such civil law scientists like E. Moris [34] and L. Lapsa [35] .
Opposite opinions are also met in the Latvian legal literature. Contradictory opinions on the border of assignment being a specific claim in the legal transaction state that this issue is not unambiguous. The authors conclude that in case if the assignment agreement includes a clause of court of arbitration, then, taking the principles of legal transaction as a free agreement included into the Civil Law into account, the assignee gets also the rights to resolve a dispute, which is connected with the assigned claim, at the court of arbitration. Besides the authors believe that this condition will not worsen the debtor's condition, because the agreement on dispute resolution by the court of arbitration has been achieved already between the assignor and the debtor. Analyzing the procedure of court of arbitration, A. Miķelsone has noted that assigning rights, the liabilities previously undertaken by the creditor (assignor) and arising from the respective transaction are binding to the assignee. If the assignor has agreed on transfer of the possible dispute to the court of arbitration, these regulations are in force and they shall be executed also by the assignee [36] .
On September 11, 2014, a new Arbitrage Court Law was adopted, which came into effect on January 1, 2015, which gained wide resonance among the Latvian law scientists during development and adoption of draft law [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . The author positively evaluated the fact that the lawmaker has included the long-expected legal norm into the Part 4 of Article 13 of the Arbitrage Court Law: "Assigning the claim, the assignee receives the legal claims, but not the clause of arbitrage court included into the contract on consideration of civil dispute by the arbitrage court".
Securing the claim under transfer with a guarantee, the new creditor receives both the conditions and the actual claim against the guarantor. Together with other secured rights the assignee receives also the lien.
As the rights ensuring liability fulfillment and going to the assignee in case of transfer of the main claim, only the conditioned claim for penalty payment is brought forward. The author offers to refer the penalty to non-assignable claims and respectively to change the legal norms of the Civil Law.
The claim on losses compensation has permanent nature in relation to the rights, from violation of which it has arisen. This claim continues to exist, even if the violated rights have been terminated, and in case of their alienation does not go ipso jure to the new rights owner, but is alienated with a separate cession agreement.
The interest by its economical nature is the compensation for uncollected profit, i.e., a component of losses. The author suggests expressing the second sentence of Article 1806 of the Civil Law in the following wording: The unpaid claim interest, which has payment term already commenced, if the contract does not define otherwise, is kept by the assignor.
The Arbitrage Court Law adopted on September 11, 2014, which came into effect on January 1, 2015, shall be also positively evaluated. Its Part 4 of Article 13 contains a longexpected legal norm: "Assigning the claim, the assignee receives the legal claims, but not the clause of arbitrage court included into the contract on consideration of civil dispute by the arbitrage court".
